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A Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Reductions in School Expenditures:

An Application of ::JD Educational Production Function

Demographic shifts and changes in the economy are causing administra-

tive changes in school districts. Major declines in pupil enrollment and

severe financial duress are forcing budget freezes or cutbacks in many large

urban school districts. New York, Chicago, and Washington, D.C. are just

a few of the cities that are attempting to reduce costs by early closings,

pay1ess fu~loughs fo~ teache~s, ab~lttion of'inte~scholast1c sport$', attrit10n

of staff, increases in class size, slashes in pupil transportation and so

forth. At the same time, there is an increasing demand for improvement in

the education system, for increased output, and for greater "equality of

educational opportunity."

These problems of increased demand for quality education and greater

opportunity for the disadvantaged, coupled with budget cutbacks or freezes,
.

call for the systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of school resources.

An evaluation of the most "bang for-the buck" can help both in providing

~reater educational equality and in budgeting limited dollars.

The type of evaluations that can help school po1ic~~kers make rational

decisions involve (1) defining the goal or goals of the system, (2) collecting

a good deal of data which is specific to each pupil, and (3) analyzing the

information in a systematic way that relates the inputs to the defined goal.

In this process, only the value added or the growth in attaining the goal

during the period under examination should be analyzed. Pupils do not

enter schools with a "clean slate," so educational systems should be evaluated

on the incremental effect they have had toward achieving the defined goal.

rather than the absolute level of attainment.
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This type of analysis is problematic in several ways: (1) there is

disagreement on the appropriate goal, (2) the data can be difficult to ac

quire, (3) a school system may not have the funds or the technical exper

tise to carry out this type of research, (4) there is little theory relating

school inputs to educational goals, and (5) political considerations can

make it difficult to implement the results. However, decisions on budget

allocations must be made. The systematic analysis suggested here can lead

to a more efficient use of resources and greater output than the other alterna

tives frequently suggested--across-the-board cuts, cuts by attrition, or those

cuts most politically advantageous.

The method is applied here to the large urban school system of Phila

delphia, and the study is based on input-output relations that were developed for

grades three through six on the basis of pupil-specific information. It is a

longitudinal study covering a three-year period (end of 1967/68-1970/71).

The cost figures used in the analysis are based on the school year 1975-1976

for the: SchOpl'D1stri~t of Philadelphia.

Section 1 describes the method, while section 2 describes the data.

Section 3 provides the production-function relationship between school inputs

and outputs and the cost figures for these school inputs. In section 4,

the results of the cost-effectiveness work are reported, and conclusions

are suggested in section 5.

Section 1. Method

Before a systematic evaluation can be made of school inputs and th.eir

cost effectiveness, a goal or measurable output must be defined. The out

put used here is pupil achiev€me~t growth; the increment in pupil achieve-
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ment over the period under study is measured by the Iowa Test of Basic

Skills. Alternative measurable goals could be used, however.

Once a goal is defined, the methodology for answering the question of

which school and teacher characteristics should be purchased to maximize

pupil achievement growth inv.olves (1) identifying which school and teache~

characteristics influence student achievement, and to what extent, and

(2) combining this with cost information to find the most effective inputs

per dollaI1. To do this, first estimate a production function with change

in achievement score (M) as the dependent variable for the time period

under study. The inputs under study are teacher quality (T
l

, T2 , T
3

, T
4

)

and school quality (Sl' S2, ... Sn). We also include genetic endowment

socioeconomic status (GSES) and peer group characteristics (PG) in the

model for correct specification. Inter.action effects are included

since not all school and teacher quality inputs have the same effect on

all types of students. In a sense, there is more than one production function

being estimated. This is consistent with the concept of individualized in-

struction. We assume, however, that the nonschooling and nonteaching factors

cannot be controlled by the school board. Thus, we have

as the production function. This provides information on what factors

make a difference, that is, what school and teacher inputs can affect pupil

growth in achievement, and to what extent. It indicates what might occur

if teacher quality or school quality were changed.

Second, we need to include cost figures in order to measure cost-

effectiveness. We introduce do~lar effectiveness of inputs into the model

'.~.

"'"..
"j

· :;-l

· ....;
.:.:

• ~ j· '".
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in the form of a budget constraint ~here the total budget (B) equals the

cost of the teacher and school inputs--the price (PTl , ",PT4~PSl""Psn)

t:i,m.es, the number o,f units~, or

(2)

Now, in order to Learn which inputs are most cost effective, we should

maximize pupil achievement growth (1) subject to'the budget constraint (2).

We can write this const~ained'maximum as a 'Lagrangian expression,

D.A = f(Tl,Tl·GSES ••••••••••• s , S ·GSES/GSES,PG).+A[·('~ p. T + E P S)· - B]
. It n Ti' Ti i si S1 i .

The equilibrium conditions arefourtd by takin'g partial derivatives. They

suggest that we hire school and teacher quality inputs so that the

additional contribution from the last unit of each school and teacher

quality input relative to its price is equal for all schoo! and 'teacher

quality characteriStics and for all types of pupils. Alternatively, if

all of these marginal benefit to cost ratios are not identical, we should

cut back on those characteristics where ~~~ldPTf is less than that of
l.

other inputs and hire more of those for which the ratio is greater.

If the ratios differ for different types of pupils, reallocation

between groups, not just increases and decreases in the quantity hired,

becomes possiblecos't-efficient decisions for schoolbo'ards. Thi's realio

ca,tion may, howeve't'" requi,re' defining goals in terms 6f different' types

of pupi~s; that is, a weighting system may be necessary.

The general cost-effectiveness method applies equally tell to

. ,." ' . ,: " ,.} ,', - ',' .
situations .of budget increases, budg~t cutbacks, and budget freezes. It

, '

is a systematic procedure for anailyZingthe effe~tiveness 'per'dollar of

school and t'eacher inputs in relationship to a defirled"ghal':
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Section 2. Data

This study utilizes very rich pupil-specific information from the

Philadelphia Public School System on a random sample of 627 pupils from

the third through siith grades over a three~year period, 1967/68-1970/71,

plus cost information based on the school year 1975176. The pupil data were

collected from individual pupil records found in the schools the pupils

attended. The information on each pupil is combined with individual teacher

information, school information on the 103 schools attended, and estimated

family income figures based on the 1970 Block and Tract Censuses of Income

and Housing [Summers and Wolfe, 1975]. The cost figures are based on

December 1975 salary rates, the average rate of 1976 capital bonds of the

school system and other cost figures from the detai.1ed school budget and

capital. budgets of the Philadelphia School District, direct information provided

by employees of the School District, and information provided by the Pennsylvania

Economy League.

In using 1975-1976 cost data with an input-output relationship estimated

for 1967/68-1970/71, an assumption of homogeneity or stability in the input

out.put relationship is made.

Enrollment, class size, and other school input system information on

available inputs are also based whenever possible on the 1975-1976 school

year. This includes, for example, average size .of elementary schoo1~

average class size, number of schools, and pupil enrollment.

The achievement information on each pupil includes their sixth and

third grade scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. The average (mean)

growth for this sample over the three-year 'period in grade-equivalent terms

was 20.3 months. For low achievers (those with third grade scores below
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the sixteenth percentil~) the ~verage growth was 17.7 months, for middle

achievers (those with third grade scores from the sixteenth through the

fiftieth percentile) the growth was 20.7 months, while for high ~chievers

(those with third grade scores~bove the fiftieth percentile) the average

1growth was 24 months.

Table 1 presents the cost figures used in this study: cost per additional

teacher, capital and operating costs of a new school and cost of teacher

experience and additional teacher education.

Section 3. Production Function Results

'!'he "educational production function" results are based on the Summers

and Wolfe [1974] estimates for Philadelphia pUblic school children from the

third through sixth grades, 1967/68-1970/71. The dependent vari~ble is

difference or growth between the Iowa Test of B~sie Skills grade-equivalent

score in the third and sixth grades. Interaction terms were used in the

study to capture the existence of individualized school effects by type of

pupil. These were done on the basis of achievement as measured by the

earlier score (third grade), race, and family income. Most results are

presented here with reference to low, middle, and high achievement break

downs as defined in section 2. The school input variables that m~de ~

difference, as reported in Table 2, are rating of the teacher's undergraduate

institution (based oh Gourman [1967]), Nad.onal 'reacher Exam Scbre,teac'l'ier

experience, class size, school size in terms of pupil enrollment, and library

books per pupil. Educational level or the te~cherand other measured

characteri~tics 01 scho61~, such as playground footage, date built, and

conditionbf the school made ho difference to pupil ~chievemertt growth. However,
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Table 1

Cost Figures for 1975-1976
School District of Philadelphia

School Input Variable

a
Cost per additional teacher:

Amount

t·

Av~rage salary

Employee benefits

Total

Capital cost of new school:

Total estimated capital cost

Rate paid on capital bounds

Annual cost of interest

Annual cost of depreciation

$14,673

16.3%

$4,000,000

6.3%

$ 252,000

$ 66,666

$17,065

Total annual cost $318,660

Operating cost of new school: capacity
of 600

b
Personnel other than teachers

Employee benefits

Educational supplies and books

Utilities and custodial supplies

Total cost

Cost of teacher experiencec

1 to 2 years
2 to 3
3 to 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7
7 to 8
8 to 9
9 to 10

10 to 11

Cost of additional educationd

M.A.

M.A. + 30
-------------------

$

$

$

97,803

12.3%

11,000

29,000

596
769
618
656
659
618
499
729
387

2020

988

1,111

$149,833
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Table 1 (cont.)

SOURCES: School District of Philadelphia. 1976b. Facts and Figures
1976; Additional data supplied by Edgar Rosenthal; Pennsylvania
Economy League, and Elliot Anderson, School District of Philadel
phia.

~ecember 1975

bInc1udes Principal, Librarian, Counselor, Secretary and six Custodians.

CWeighted by distribution of education of teachers in sample; 65.05%
B.A., 30.27% M.A. and 4.68% M.A. + 30.

~eighted by distribution of experience of teacher sample, 1 - 3.28%;
2 - 13.57%; 3 - 13.57%; 4 - 9.98%; 5 - 6.86%; 6 - 8.27%; 7 - 2.65%; 8 - 2.65%;
9 - 2.34%; 10 - 2.96%; 11 - 33.86%.
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there is an important caveat: these results refer to the current observed

r2nge of those characteristics, a.nd not to much larger declines or far

greater increases.

Low achievers benefitted from being in classes with fewer than twenty

eight pupils; they "grew" over one month more when they were in this size

c.1ass. They a.lso benefitted from having teachers who attended higher

rated undergraduate institutions, "growing" approximately five months

more. They eained from being in smaller schools; for each ten fewer pupils

the growth was 2/100 of a month--quite small, but school size changes can

themselves be in the hundredths, which would increase the significance of

this finding. They did not gain from greater teacher experience.

Middle achievers also benefitted in terms of increased achievement

growth from smaller schools and from having teachers who attended higher

rated institutions. They did not grow more from smaller classes, but

possibly gained (the results are not quite significant) from more experienced

teachers.

Higher achievers clearly gained from having teachers with more exper

ience--more than a third of a month gain per year of increased experience

from being in classes of twenty-eight to thirty-three pupils--over three

months gain compared to smaller or larger classes, from smaller schools,

and again from having teachers who attended higher-rated undergraduate

institutions.

For all pupils there was a negative relationship between pupil

achievement growth and more library books, and pupil achievement growth

and higher National Teacher Exam scores •. Thus , some inputs "mattered" to

all pupils, some inputs "mattered" to a subgro1.lp of pupils, and some inputs

"mattered" differentially to different typesot pupils.
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Table 2

School Input Variables with Significant Relationships td
Pupil Achievement Growth

Middle ~ High ~
~3rd G, store = ~3rd G. scote =
( 3.3 . I 4.6

+.09( .dO) +.38( 2.63)

School. InPut Variable Achievement Stibgroups
. Low
~3td G. scbre =~
1 2.3 l
.... 13(...1.10)

Natiofia1 Teachet Exam scbre

School size (Etitbl1mefit)
(divided by 10)

Class size 28 ... 33

Class size ~ 33

Library books per pupil

-.01(-2,.58)

.... 02 (...1. 21)

...1. 69 ("'L08) a

.... 41 (- .31)

.... 35 (-1. 65)

.... 01( 2.58)

-.03( 2.41)

+.41( .29)

.... 47(,... .31)

-.35(...1.65)

income Subgroups

-'-.01(--2.58)

-.05('-'3.14)

+3.14( 1. 77)

.... 47(.... 31)

-.35(-1.65)

bRating; Teacheris College

(!ncome=$5,000) (!ncome=$8,000) (Income=$12,000)

> 525 +~L4$( 2.90) +5.64( 3.28) +L85( .86)

NOTE: Dependent variable: Sixth grade grade"'equivalent score on Iowa Test of
Basic Skills (composite) fuifitis third grade score.

aResu1ts are 3.37(-1.81) at third grade score =1.5.

bConversioti of ratifig to achievemerit:
Low Middle High

+5,01 +4.35 +4.27
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Section 4. r.ost Effectiveness: Results

By combining the cost and "production function" results we hope to detennine

where it is least damaging to cut back, how resources should be reallbcated,

whether certain resources should be increased even in a budget crunch, and

whether certain changes need to be of large magnitude in order to be effective.

Certain trade-offs between achievement groups may also be present, requiring

further definitions of goals.

There are four possible results of applying the cost-effectiveness tech-

nique: (1) a resource, at least at the current range of use in the system,

has no positive effect on attaining the goal; the amount of this resource

can and should be reduced for it provides no advantage to any pupil in terms

of the defined goal(s); (2) a resource is related to achievement growth for

a particular type of pupil but not all pupils; it should either be reallo-

cated toward the group which gains most from the resource, or if it' is less

cost-effective than alternatives it should be reduced (though possibly both

strategies can be combined); (3) certain resources may be very effective

in terms of the defined goal; it may be wise to increase the amount of

this resource, while cutting back on others, in order to maximize output; and

(4) if the school system is forced to limit the budget; it may be necessary

to decide between the use of inputs among alternative groups of students;

i.e., one more unit of Sl might add one month's growth to low achievers,

one unit of T might add two months growth to high achievers at equivalent
3 .

costs.

In using these results it is well to remember that additional goals

may be important, and the "nonproductive" inputs may be related to these

other goals. Outside of the observed range, the impact of an input may
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differ. Also, this example is presented primarily for illustrative pur

poses, rather than as a model for immediate policy implementation.

The cost-production function and current distribution of resources

are combined in Table 3. The effect on achievement growth of a ten dollar

per pupil expenditure is shown by type of pupil by school input. Briefly,

it shows that a ten dollar expenditure on class size reducing class size to

twenty-seven has a larger positive impact on low achievers than do alternative

expenditures. Increasing the number of teachers from the colleges rated at

525 or higher is the strategy with the largest positive effect on middle

achievers, while a ten dollar expenditure on class size change to thirty-

two and additional teacher experience are the most effective strategies

for high achievers. If a system is concerned only with change from the

initial point, these are the relevant relationships to utilize.

Much more use can ,be made of these re1atior.ships, however. One can

illustrate the possible inpacts of the cost-effectiveness technique via a

comparison of alternative expenditure progra11'S under the current budget.

Under the first scenario the current budget is maintained, with the

option of reallocating current resources among the achievement subgroups.

An assumption is made that a ~um of one-third of any resource can be

reallocated.
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Table. 3

" '"

Effect of a Ten-Dollar Change PeE Pupil in School Inputs, by Type of Pupil

------.------

School Input Variables Achievement Subgroups Corranents

School Size

Increased dollars

Decreased dollars

Library books

Class Size

1) Reduce- all class sfzes to 32

2) Middle and High at 32, low to 27

Experience

All teachers, all students

All spent on increasing experienced
teachers of high achievers

Additional teacher education'

Higher-rating Teachers' Colleges 
lO~{ of teachers

Lowa

+.02

-.07

-.7

+1.12

-.11

+.50

Middlea

+.03

-.11

-.7

+.07b

+.44

Higha

+.06

-.19

-.7

+.83

+1.21

+.31

+.94

+.43

Assumes savings limited to
operating costs

Estimated a.t $5 per book

Because of nonlinearities, not
estimated for straight across
board changes

At $10 per pupil, an expenditure
of $2,500 per teacher recruited

I-'
W

ai.ssurnes one-third of the pupils are in each group

b
Not significant at the 5 percent level

--_.--""'---
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Sc~nario 1

Maintain current budget; Can reallocate re~ources among
achievement subgroups (maximum reallocation
permitted: one-third of each resource).

School Input Variable Achievement S~bgroups

Alternative la

E~erience of teachers: less to
low, more to high

Teachers with college rating
> 525 to low

Class size: low toward 27,
rest toward 32

Total achievement growth change

Low

+.12

+.084

+.04

+.24

Middle

-.036

-.036

+.36

-.036

+.22

+.62

but if constrain to no loss for anyone, do not reallocate teachers with
college rating ~ 525 aw&y from middle achievers, resulting in:

Alternative Ib

Teachers with college rating
>525

Total achievement growth change

+.04

+.20

-.036

+.58

The achievement growth of low and high achievers is expected to increase

while maintaining the current resources by simply reallocating. The low achiever

can be helped more at the expense of the middle achiever, with a slightly

greater ov~rall growth in achievement for the system. But this illustrates

the necessity of further defining the system's goals.

The second scenario permits greater flexibility. The same amount of

dollars can be spent by the system but up to one-third of most resources can

be reallocated either among achievement subgroups or among school inputs.

One-third used to buy most co~t-efficient inputs.
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Scenario 2

Maintain current budget; Can reallocate resources among achievement
groups and/or among school inputs, applying cost-effectiveness technique

(maximum reallocation permitted: one-third of each resource).

School Input Variable Achievement Subgroups

Alternative 2a

One less library book per pupil

Decrease class size of low achievers
to 27; move others to classes of 32
(movement 1imited'to one-third of
pupils)

Decrease size of each school by
building additional schools (4)

Reduce additional education of
teachers (or payments), one-th±td
reduction

Shift experience of teachers and
decrease level to low

Increase by 10 percent hiring of
teachers with college rating ~ 525

Increase experience of 1/3 of
teachers of high achievers by
average of 5.6 years

Total achievement growthcnange

Alternative 2b

Same as 2a but all of increase of
teachers with high college
rating to low

Total achievement growth change

Low

+.35

+.52

.03

+.48

+.50

1.88

+1.50

2.88

Middle

+.35

.04

+.44

.83

.39

High

+.35

.40

.07

+.36

+.43

+.71

2.32

1.89
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Thus, on average, pupil achievement growth may be increased by up to

9 percent, not by increasing the budget but ~1mere1y changing the combination

of inputs purchased. Or low achievers' achievement growth may be increased

by up to 16 percent. (These reallocations leave approximately .5 million

dollars for costs of reallocation). Of course trade~offs are 'again

present. But the important point is that a movement toward increased

efficiency within the current budget leads to a sizeable increase in

pupil achievement growth.

In the last two scenarios, the budget is to be cut by $30 per

pupil; this can be done across the board or by cost effectiveness.

Scenario 3

Across~the-board budget reduction of $30 per pupil.

School Input Variable

School size increase

One library book per pupil

Class size

Experience of teachers

(Payment for) additional teacher
education

Low

-.04

+.35

-.56

+.06

Achievement Subgroups

Middle High

-.06 -.10

+.35 +.35

-.60

-.16

Fewer teachers with college rating
> 525

Total achievement growth change

-.25

-.44

-.22

+.07

-.21

-.72
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Thus, an across-the-board decrease of $5 per pupil on each of the six

school inputs under analysis would result, according to scenario 3,

in reductions for most pupils.

Scenario 4

Cost-effectiveness budget reduction of $30 per pupil.

School Input Variable Achievement Subgroups ..

Alternative 4a

One less library book per pupil

Reduction in (payment for) additional
teacher education

Change class size to 32 and 27,
and rearrange 1/3

Decrease experience of teachers of
low achievers

Decrease class size of low achievers
(cost of $5 per pupil)

Increase number of teachers with
college rating > 525 to low
($5 per pupil) -

Total achievement growth change

Alternative 4b

Same as 4a but increase experience
of teachers of high, do not decrease
class size of low

Total achievement growth change

Alternative 4c

Same as 4a but increase number
of teachers with college rating
> 525 to all

Total achievement growth change

Low

+.35

.04

+.48

+.23

+.75

+1.85

+1.62

+.25

+1.35

Middle

+.35

+.35

+.35

+.22

+.57

High

+.35

.40

+.75

+1.06

+.21

+.96
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In scenario 4, by using the cost-effectiveness technique, achieve

ment growth can actually be increased while cutting the budget, but

achievement growth is reduced by across-the-board cuts. Using the cost

effectiveness procedure, certain expenditures are decreased by more than

they are reduced in across-the-board cuts, but other expenditures are

actually increased, including the costs of smaller classes for low achievers

and the number of teachers from higher-rated institutions. It is in no

way a budget freeze in all expenditures, but rather a budget reduction

combined with a move to greater efficiency.

Thus, this also demonstrates that even though the budget is reduced

overall, it is cost effective to increase expenditures on certain school

inputs.

Section 5. Summary

The use of a cost-effective approach to school resource allocations

is one way of meeting the combined problems of financial stress and de

mands for an increase in school productivity, and equality of educational

opportunity. While the results here are to be considered illustrative

rather than definitive, several recommendations may be warranted:

(1) The systematic evaluation of inputs in relation to outputs,

combined with cost figures, can increase the effectiveness of educational

dollars. This does necessitate the defining of a goal or goals and requires a

good deal of data collectio~.

(2) The cost per pupil is not directly tied to Pupil achievement

growth. Current resources can be used more effectively by reallocation.

Different expenditure patterns yield very different results.
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(3) A systematic budget cut yields more satisfactory results than

an across-the-board cut.

(4) Even in times of budget cuts it may be best to increase expen

ditures on certain resources (i.e., smaller classes for low achievers,

more experienced teachers for high achievers) and compensate with larger

cuts elsewhere to maximize the output of a school system.

(5) Finally, it is wise to. remember that teachers have a variety of

characteristics which may make it difficult to implement these policies,

and costs may change as hiring and usage patterns differ. However, the

general implications make a strong case for expenditures on cost-effective

analyses even during times of financial stringency.

Perhaps there is a further glimmer of hope in this approach. If

output increases, budget pressures may diminish in .the long run. School

enrollment is generally declining due to lower fertility rates. The results

here suggest that smaller enrollment benefits all pupils in a large urban

s~hool.sys tem.
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Appendix A

Distribution of Third Grade and Sixth Grade Iowa Test of Basic
" Skills Scores of Sixth Grade Sample, by Race and Income Groups

I",.

Third Grade Scores

Scores (in Grade Income Income Income
Equivalent Form)a Total Black Non-Black ~OOO $7,000 - 9,000 $9,000 +---

La 1.9 3.67 4.24 2.66 5.99 2.5 3.0
2.0 - 2.9 43.86 50.13 32.74 47.31 55.0 36.0
3.0 - 3.9 29.03 26.43 33.63 25.75 28.13 31.33
4.0 - 4.9 18.02 15.71 22.12 16.77 12.50 21.67
5.0 + 5.42 3.49 8.85 4.19 1.88 8.00

- 3.21 3.07 3.47 3.06 2.99 3.42x
a .97 .92 1.00 .96 .85 .99

Sixth Grade Scores

< 3.0 4.32 4.49 3.98 4.79 8.13 2.00
3.0 - 3.9 18.66 23.44 10.18 20.96 25.0 14.00
4.0 - 4.9 24.40 27.68 18.58 37.72 20.63 19.00
5.0 - 5.9 20.89 19.70 23.01 17.96 23.75 21.00
6.0 - 6.9 17.38 14.96 21.68 10.78 14.38 22.67
7.0 - 7.9 8.93 5.99 14.16 4.79 5.00 13.33
8.0 + 5.42 3.74 8.41 3.00 3.13 8.00

- 5.24 4.97 5.72 4.83 4.89 5.66x
a 1.52 1.43 1.55 1.36 1.43 1.53

Number in sample 627 401 226 167 160 300

SOURCE: School District of Philadelphia, Individual Pupil Records, Form EH-7.

aThe Grade Equivalent Score is measured on a scale indicating the grade level
and month in which the median student would receive the corresponding raw score,
i.e., 4.0 indicates that the median of the students in the norming population
attained this raw score when they entered the fourth grade.
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Appendix B

Initial Distribution of Resources

143, 432 pupils in elementary schools

197 schools

Average class size 75/76 = 30.4

Average enrollment in school = 728

Distribution of class sizes of sample, in percentages (averaged over three-year
period, fourth, fifth, and sixth grades)

24-<26 1.43 percent

26-<28 5.88 percent

28-<30 21. 78 percent

30-<32 27.82 percent

32.-<34 23.53 percent

34-<36 17.17 percent

36-<38 2.07 percent

38-<40 .32 percent

Percentage of Teachers who attended Colleges Rated > 525 = 5 percent
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t For teachers appointed after April 1, 1973.

~ SOURCE: School District of Philadelphia. 1976b. Facts and Figures 76, pp. 45,
49, 55, 72
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Appendi:l{ D

Dollars Saved or Spent Using Cost~EffectivenessTechnique

Scenario 2

Action
Total Dollarsa

Saved or Spent
DQli~UiSi .. ~Saved or
Spent l?er l?upi1

Reduce additional education of
teachers (or payments) by one
third

One.1ess library book per pupil

Decrease experience of teachers
of law achievers

Increase hiring of teachers with
college rating ~ 525

Build four schools

Increase experience of teachers
of high achievers

Decrease class size of low achievers
to 27; move others' to classes of
32 (movement limited to one-third
of pupils)

Total Savings

Amount left for costs of implemen
tation

561,597
697,637

717,160

4,936,590

-1,408,000

-1,873,972

-1,640,470

836,185

554,357

554,357

}fA

MA,+30
3.92

.68

5.00

34.00

9.82

13.06

11.44

5.83

3.86

3.86

aComputations are based on 5633.5 teachers. Costs and percentages are pre-
sented in Table 1, distribution of resources in Appendix B, and teachers'
salary scale in Appendix C.
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Appendix D

Dollars Saved or Spent Using Cost-Effectiveness Technique

Scenario 4

't'\ Action

One less library book per pupil

Decrease experience of teachers
of low' achievers

Decrease by 86 percent class
size of low-achievers

Reduction in (payment for)
additional teacher education

Clncrease experience of teachers of
high achievers

or
Increase number of teachers

with college rating ~ 525

Total Dollars Dollars Saved or
Saved a Spent Per Pupilor Spent

717,160 143,432 x $5

4,936,590 34

-717,160 5

717,160 5

-717,160 5 (44% of 1/3
of high achievers)

(717,160) 5

Total Savings

Amount left for costs of
implementation

4,936,590

633,630

34.4

4.4

a . .
Computations are based on costs and percentages presented in Table 3, distribu-

tion of resources in Appendix B, and teachers' salary scale in Appendix C.

..
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NOTES

IThe traditional definition of high achievers is those who score above

the 84th percentile, but this group is, too small in this sample for estimation

purposes.
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